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Science Digestion, The Periodic Table and Forces Year 7 Term 2

Diet the kinds of food that an 
organism habitually eats

Nutrient a substance that is essential for 
survival

Carbohydrate a nutrient group required for 
energy

Protein a nutrient group required for 
growth and repair

Lipid a nutrient group required for 
insulation and energy

Obesity when someone has such a high 
excess of body fat that their 
health might be affected

Organ 
System

a group of organs that work 
together             

Digestive   
System

the organ system responsible for 
taking in and breaking down 
nutrients

Stomach an organ in the body where food is 
stored and digested

Large 
Intestine

an organ in the body where water 
is absorbed into the blood

Small 
Intestine

an organ in the body where 
nutrients are absorbed into the 
blood

Enzyme a biological catalyst that speeds up 
chemical reactions in the body

The Periodic 
Table

a chart showing all of the 
chemical elements

Property feature of a chemical substance 
or material

Group a column of elements in the 
periodic table

Period a row of elements in the periodic 
table

Prediction a statement about what you 
think will happen

Variable any factor that can be controlled, 
changed, or measured in an 
experiment

Force a push or pull effect that can 
cause a change in shape, 
direction or speed of an object

Magnitude the size of a quantity 

Speed the rate at which something 

moves

Acceleration the rate of change of speed

Resistance the measure of how much 

something is opposed

Particle a single unit of a substance such 

as an atom or molecule 

Atom a small particle 

that makes up all 

matter

Element a substance that        

contains only one 

type of atom

Compound a substance that 

contains two or 

more  different 

types of atoms 

chemically joined

Constant 
Speed

when the speed of an object remains 
the same

Stationary to remain still, completely immobile

Distance 
Time Graph

a way of representing the motion of 
an object

Mean the average of the numbers found by 
adding up all the numbers and 
dividing by how many there are

Conclusion a summary of an experiment that 
discusses the results and whether 
they support the prediction

Reliable a measure of how confident you are 
in a set of results


